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Marco, Inc. has been selected as a 2014 Elite Dealer by ENX magazine
(www.enxmag.com) and The Week in Imaging, a print and online
publication for dealers and resellers of office technology, solutions and
services.
Marco was chosen for their innovative marketing and sales programs and
special initiatives. “One of the keys to our success is our focus on managing
the end user experience,” stated Trevor Akervik, Senior Director of Managed
Services for Marco. “We are committed to understanding and supporting the
generational differences of our clients. We want to provide the most
effective interaction we can based on each user’s preference for how they
interface with us and all of the various technologies and platforms.
“These dealers represent the standouts from the independent dealer
community,” says Scott Cullen, Editorial Director of ENX and The Week in
Imaging. “If there’s one thing we’ve learned over the years of presenting
our Elite Dealer awards, it’s that independent dealers such as Marco remain
critical to the overall success and the survival of the independent dealer
community. In our opinion, Marco is a shining example of an Elite Dealer.”
About ENX and The Week in Imaging: ENX magazine is a monthly
publication dedicated to the document imaging industry since 1994. In its
22nd year, ENX magazine delivers exclusive editorial coverage on market
opportunities and issues, news and trends, company profiles, new products,
and industry insights through interviews with key players in all segments of
the document imaging industry. With a circulation of more than 30,000 hard
copies, ENX magazine serves a leading integrated resource that brings
together industry people, products, and business concepts and strategies for
document imaging industry professionals.
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Marco Engineers Earn Top Cisco
Certification
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Marco engineers Clay Ostlund and Nick
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